TtEDSC – iSee - Procedure to obtain school set of 30 logins

We would like you to supply 30 email aliases that will be used as the logins. Rather than being set emails of real students or staff they should be a set of new generic format emails and have an alias set so that all communications on any of the addresses will flow back to a central administrator address. This is needed for the “forgotten” password function. The benefit of this approach is that the set of logins can be passed to different groups in the school over the project period and passwords can be changed.

Please nominate:

- 1, 2,3,4 or 5 of the logins below for teachers to use as they will have increased permissions “In-world” (Eg. able to change the dimensions of the virtual spaces).

Example format might be:

acollege1@acollege.edu.au, acollege2@acollege.edu.au, ..........
, acollege30@acollege.edu.au.

The logins will be acollege1, acollege2 etc.

Schools who don’t manage their own domain will need to use a cloud email system to generate accounts. Contact us if you have difficulty in this area. Remember to nominate which accounts will have “teacher/admin” rights.

Please forward your details to Gavin Kennedy
( gavin.kennedy@smartservicescrc.com.au )

Note - The new version of iSee allows a temporary “name” to be attached to each video avatar at time of login, so while a student may be using login “acollege2” they can enter a real name at login and this will be shown on their avatar